PLAINTEXT
NOTICES

CLOTHES

Ready-made
And Cut to Order

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY
STYLES, SPECIALIZED OVER YOUTHFUL
CHARTS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Charter House

Suits and Topcoats

$40, 145, 150

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
OUR STORE IS THE
Charter House
of Philadelphia

The character of the suits and
overcoats tailored by Charter House
will earn your most sincere liking.

Pennadnerv

NOTES

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
8441 Walnut Street

$30,000
in cash prizes

Drink
Coca-Cola
Delicious and Refreshing

Coming
A contest college men
ought to win

Watch for Coca-Cola advertising, presenting the
$10,000 Coca-Cola price contest—beginning the
first week in May and continuing for three months.

In a number of leading national magazines, in
many newspapers, in posters, outdoor signs, soda
fountain and refreshment stand decorations.

You'll find this contest simple and interesting.

1st prize $10,000
2nd prize 5,000
3rd prize 2,500
4th prize 1,200
5th prize 600
6th prize 400
7th prize 250
8th prize 200
9th prizes (each) 100
10th prizes (each) 75
11th prizes (each) 50
12th prizes (each) 25
13th prizes (each) 20
14th prizes (each) 10

A total of 635 prizes, $30,000

The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta Co.

CLOTHES

Ready-made
And Cut to Order

LEADING SPECIALISTS in
TOURING MEN'S
Suits Topcoats Suits Classics
Haoralties Materially Approved
Rumson Road

1104-1106 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

Mac Donald E. Campbell

ICE CREAM

SOLD
AT THE HOUSTON HALL

"See— All"

Coffee—Hot Chocolate—Sandwiches

AN INVITATION

Many of you Pennsylvanians, in the course of time, will
be engaged in manufacturing or in similar merchandising
businesses. The more you know about manufacturing,
the easier your particular problems will resolve.

All of you in the 6th district future will have farms of
your own. How will they be farmed? We may be in
the habit of not participating in your future work and
some.

AN INVITATION

is extended to all of you to visit our hall and see our
College Wide Seamless Carpets are made. You will have an
impression of what it will be like to work in our hall.

CHARLES W. POULSON and SONS CARPET Co., Inc.
59th Street and Lancaster Avenue

Wide made from our carpet may be purchased from us
John Henry Stores, Inc., Newark, N. J.

C L A R I D G E
Wide Seamless Carpets

Not a chance of
that leadlike, lugging feeling even during
early Spring—if you are going to
make a daily habit of
Shredded Wheat.

That's one reason
why this prince of
whole wheat cereals
grases the training
tables of so many
colleges and schools.

SHREDDED
WHEAT

Carefully separated, com-
pletely cleaned, perfectly
shredded, and thoroughly
cooked whole wheat grains
—that's all there is to

MAKE IT A DAILY HABIT
ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY
EXHIBITS BODY MATERIAL

Crates of Eggs, Sulphur, Bottles of Water and Nail Show Chemical Combination of Man

PAUL OF LARGE INDICATES FAT

On the second floor landing of the Zoological laboratory at the end of Hamilton Walk, there is an exhibit of the materials which compose the human body. Beside partially full of liquid showing the advantages of different substances in the body, there are crates of eggs, and other rare synthetic articles indicating the actual make-up of the body.

In the tank is a colourless fluid which is more in scarcity at the top of the glass and in which a little is barely visible in the bottom of the container. Note sixty-five per cent of the body weight is nitrogen that is a little over half full, while hydronium and little ten per cent of the salt. Carbon makes up eighteen per cent, nitrogen also per cent and from this point the little visits gradually down into iron with little per cent.

In the lowest part of the exhibition there are also large bottles of water representing the 24 pounds of water in the average human body of one hundred and fifty pounds. A notation says that the man's variety in the brain is eighteen to twenty-one fluid ounces of water and even the seemingly solid substances which compose the body are. A crate with thirty-nine dozen eggs in it shows the 27 pounds of protein in the body. A large pile of oil stands for the 23 pounds of fat in the normal human.

Three jars of calcium phosphate indicate two and one-half pounds of the white substance which goes into the making of bones and about twenty small jars of sugar symbolize the three sources of body-calories. A block of fungitting substances is the amount of sulphur in the skin, while a little grease on oil is the total of all the iron in the body.

PAUL DAVENPORT TOPS RED AND BLUE SCORERS

Pennsylvania Captain Tallies 60 Basketets and 66 Points While Participating in 24 Games

"Joe" Schaaf Ranks Second

Recent records disclose Captain Paul Davenport to be the high scorer of the Pennsylvania basketball squad for season just completed. During the course he notched the Red and Blue hard-core members of 66 field goals and 45 foul goals for a total of 106 points. He participated twenty-four of the twenty-six games as the season.

Davenport's running mate, "Joe" Schaaf, who assumed his captain in the entrenching leagues games, ran second in the total meeting with 54 baskets and 45 foul goals, Chapman, the tall center, was third with 49 markers, six ahead of "Tom" Mager.

The entire scoring record of Coach McCollum's aggregation is as follows:

Finger 6 11 7
Davenport 4 26 60 106
Schaaf 9 54 45 103
Chapman 8 33 32 99
Mager 4 23 16 39
Goldblatt 9 26 35 67
Lambert 4 11 11
Noble 5 6 2 56
Luzader 5 6 2 56
Cassell 4 2 6 11
Connell 4 5 11
Randall 2 3 11
Larson 2 3 11
Bickel 1 2 8 13
Cuthbert 2 3 11
Thompson 1 1 2 5

HORSEBACK CAMPING TRIP
THROUGH YELLOWSTONE PARK

Find party starts July 1st, Cost of $25 per person, $26 per couple. 

Reservations are being made for third party. 

THIRD PARTY FIFTY AND MORE

Bromley's

New York

Our Philadelphia

1223 Chestnut Street

For shoes to show that you are worth seeing

PHONE

Phone, Ritterhouse 2112
ARTHER H. BURTON

Printing Social Stationary

Top Waxing 1229 Chestnut Street

Multi-Graphing Philadelphia
We have a vague hunch that we are being taken for one of those phony happy groups. Intuitively, it is something like an initiation; we experience when he is looking over the ref.'s paper and discovers that the prof. is looking over his shoulder. (Please don't understand that we have ever been guilty of anything like this.)

To come to the point, I'm going to write you an earlier letter on our favorite subject, the most un地坪 gray calmly. The fact is that it was written in an entirely different manner to me. I'm sure it is not significant, but whether I'm as the type on the topic, we are not in a position to say.

On such occasions as this we always try to dispense with the aid of our readers, and I'm sure the necessary. We've only been here a few days, and you will never hear from me more.

You certainly must have had a bad jolt when you surprised today's column. You're painfully awkward, anywhere, the most of the day, but do I like your very sincere attitude—all piling voice. Your fun is usually of the most kindly sort, and that makes you crack about me save "that unknown" kind. The only thing I liked in your effusion today was the line from the "Browni News." I did, too. I think, here for the remark about the statistics. What other student of the intramural in "Penn," would the word "intramural" refer to? It's a good wholesome word and you can use other words that are crueler and more hard. Congratulations on the good work.

I'm sorry that you paid no attention to my last two letters, and now that I know I'm not wanted, I'll make this my final communication to Penn and Intramural and forevermore preserve my name.

Invoignta.

Of course, we should have to edit most of hospital's time. (My let) lets her inspiration run away with herself at times using such elegant expressions, for example, "as much unknown." Next, having to listen to us for a moment, and we will put just a few words that apparently never to know: Shakespeare could, and did, get away with that sort of thing, but it is too much to expect that our dear public will immolate you right off the bat. Why, even now it is practically impossible for us to get along with a snide implication of the nature of a comic.

At the Door

Goodnight.

Goodnight. I'm going to have some others when both students have left us.

Goodnight. He's not a bad old chap at all.

No, but I don't care for a look in the nearest shown by both the student body and the men who compete under each.

Professor goodnight, of the National Society for the Prevention of Reading during lunch hours, has discovered that there were machines were known in the families. The police got out that Evans and his brothers to his brother, Jacob told.

HAGUE, plus Jack.
BASEBALL BANTER

Here is our baseball column, and away it goes on its way to provide information to our baseball fans. Here is the latest news from the majors this week. There are three more games to be played between the Red Sox and Blue Jays before April 2.

Pennsylvania's teams will catch up against the Northeastern tigers during the Southern trip—April 15, to be exact.

Five more were lost to Maine, but their prospects are not so good. It's a risk that the exciting job will be well taken care of, for Captain Moran is a big backstop.

We have gathered a list of the backstops and frontiers for the Northern trip, which has been almost definitely picked.

The infallible, as we have mentioned in the school paper, is rather well secured.

These registers will be pressing around the inner garden for the Washingtonians, while the other men will be out of the freshman blue of 110.

Perhaps the strongest department of Coach Kangale's side is the pitching. There are three men—all senior pitchers—casting a hunger for the assignment. Let's hope they have an off-day on April 15.

To jump down the schedule ten days, we'll transfer our attention to Coach Mitchell's Harvard diamonds. It seems through the Crimson towers are pretty well set, with six lettermen waiting in jump take places in the line-up.

And, on top of all, we find three eager

Going Home

EASTER?

HOME-GOING is an important factor in student life...you're glad to go...and your folks are glad to see you. And you want to arrive in the old home town looking as smartly dressed as possible...

Go Home in

EDWARD CLOTHES

More than 4000 Edward Suits will grace the backs of Penn Students going home over Easter...a record that speaks volumes. Authentic college style, plus fine fabrics such as Strong-Hewitt, Peelers, Cyril Johnson, Windsor; plus bench-tailoring to your individual measure; plus the fact we eliminate the middle-man and sell direct to you!

$28.75 and $38.75

The EDWARD TAILORING CO., Inc.
University Store Houston Mall
Central City Store...In and Market Sts.
Suits
1975
CLOSING OUT SALE
of
Ready-to-Wear Clothes
To Make Room for Custom-Made Department
UNIVERSITY CLOTHES SHOP
3705 SPRUCE STREET

DR. RAIZISS ANNOUNCES
LIFE-GIVING DISCOVERY
New Compound May Extend Term of Life
at Least Twenty-Five Years,
After Perfection

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
1115 WALNUT ST.

Adelphia
Roller Skating
RINK
3905-13 Market Street
OPEN EVERY NITE
Cut Out This Advertisement
It's Worth 20¢
On Your Admission
GET A SKATE ON

First Class Service at Moderate Prices
ARTHUR LAWS
CATERER
216 So. 40th St.
Bell Phone
Under Management of Schroeder Bros.

Money Loan Office
3219 Woodland Ave.
Branch store—1722 Market Street
Open till 7 P. M

College and School Tutoring in All Branches
Maher Preparatory & Tutoring School
4254 Regent Street

Absolutely pre-war

EVEN DAY IN 500,000 HOMES

Freshofers
Fine Bread Is Served
Fresh From Oven